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RM Corps Colours – Belt
The stripes (from the top) are: 
u Blue- 4 units

u Yellow 1 unit

u Green 1 unit, 

u Red 2 units, 

u Blue: Navy blue is the primary colour in the combination selected. It marks the
intimate connection of the Corps with the RN.

u Red: Drummer red is the secondary colour in the design. This tint of red is the old
historic colour of the British Army and was worn by the infantry of the Corps from
early times down to the introduction of scarlet in 1876.

u Green: Light Infantry green was worn on the shako by the infantry of the Corps for
some years. It was perpetuated in the bugle strings of the RMLI

u Yellow: Old gold, rather than yellow, is the colour closely associated with the early
history of the Corps, as it was the distinctive colour of the dress and ensigns of the
Duke of York and Albany's Maritime Regiment of Foot from which the Corps
originates.



The Royal Cypher 
u The Royal Cypher appears on the drums and also on the 

backing cards of the bands when on parade: 



The Regimental Colour 
u A Blue Flag with a small Union Flag in the 

canton nearest the pike head, and the Cypher 
of HM The Queen surmounted by a St 
Edward’s Crown in the other three corners; 
centre embellishments are similar to the 
Queen’s Colour, except that the foul anchor is 
interlaced with the cipher of George IV and 
the Commando numeral appears below the 
motto. 

u The cords and tassels are of gold interwoven 
with silks of the Commando’s colour which 
corresponds to the Commando lanyards worn 
by all ranks



The Queen’s Colour 

u The Union Flag, in the centre of which is a
foul anchor with the cipher of HM The
Queen interlaced; above, St Edward’s
Crown surmounted by a scroll inscribed
‘Gibraltar’; below, the globe surrounded by
a laurel wreath, under which a scroll
inscribed with the Corps motto ‘Per Mare
Per Terram’. The cords and tassels are of
gold interwoven with silks of the
Commando’s colour which corresponds to
the Commando lanyards worn by all ranks.


